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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF 
NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA 

CIVIL ACTION 
 

WILLIAM CORAL and RHEA CORAL, )     
Plaintiffs     )  No. C-48-CV-2014-9382 

) 

v.      ) 
) 

ALEXANDER PATULLO,   ) 
Defendant     ) 

 
 OPINION OF THE COURT 

 This matter is before the Court on Defendant’s Preliminary Objections 

to Plaintiffs’ Complaint, which were filed on October 29, 2014.  Plaintiffs 

initiated this action on September 19, 2013, by filing a Praecipe for 

Summons.  Plaintiffs’ Complaint was filed on October 2, 2014, and their 

Response to Defendant’s Preliminary Objections was filed on November 18, 

2014.  Briefs have been filed, and the matter is ready for disposition. 

 In their Complaint, Plaintiffs allege the following facts.  Plaintiffs are 

husband and wife.  (Compl. ¶ 1.)  Defendant “is in the business of 

developing, constructing, and selling real estate.”  (Id. ¶ 3.)  On September 

28, 2012, Plaintiffs purchased a parcel of real estate (“Property”) from 
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Defendant.  (Id. ¶ 4, Ex. A.)  The parcel “contained a single family residence 

that was listed and sold as ‘new construction.’”  (Id. ¶ 5.)  Upon taking 

possession of the Property, Plaintiffs became aware of numerous 

problems/defects with various components of the Property.  (Id. ¶¶ 7, 15-

16.)  To investigate these problems, Plaintiffs retained Allied Inspection 

Services, Inc. (“Allied”) which inspected the Property on August 31, 2012, 

September 24, 2012, and May 1, 2013.  (Id. ¶¶ 18, 21, 22.)  Allied 

concluded that the on-lot waste water treatment system was in an 

unsatisfactory condition.  (Id. ¶¶ 18-25.)  Allied also found problems with, 

inter alia, the foundation, the exterior walls, the exterior doors, the balcony, 

stoops, the driveway, the grading and retaining walls, the roof, the electrical 

system, the heating and cooling systems, the interior, and the kitchen, 

bathrooms, and laundry room.  (Id. ¶ 29, Exs. B-C.) 

 On May 13, 2013, the Property failed a septic inspection by Lower 

Saucon Township’s Sewage Enforcement Officer because the “grading did 

not facilitate . . . adequate storm water drainage[,] . . . [t]he lid of the first 

compartment of the septic tank was not properly backfilled[, and] [t]he 

distribution box and piping had shifted.”  (Id. ¶¶ 30-31, Ex. D.)  Plaintiffs 

have obtained estimates to repair the Property.  (Id. ¶¶ 33-39, Exs. E-F.)  In 

addition to the defects identified by Allied, Plaintiffs have discovered 

additional problems, including improperly constructed and damaged flooring 
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throughout the home and in the bathroom and significant rusting in the 

basement.  (Id. ¶¶ 40-55, Ex. G.)   

 Leading up to their purchase of the Property, Defendant represented to 

Plaintiffs that the property taxes on the Property were $7,800.00 annually; 

however, Plaintiffs have since learned that this figure represented a “partial 

assessment” and that their actual property taxes are in excess of 

$14,000.00.  (Id. ¶¶ 56-60.)  Defendant also failed to install tempered glass 

windows in the master bathroom as the parties had agreed and as was 

required for Defendant to obtain a temporary certificate of occupancy for the 

home.  (Id. ¶¶ 62-70.)  At the time of closing, Plaintiffs believed that a 

certificate of occupancy had been issued for the home.  (Id. ¶ 66.)  

However, they later discovered that no such certificate was issued due to the 

waste water treatment system problems identified by Allied.  (Id. ¶¶ 67-68, 

71.)  At present, Plaintiffs do not have a certificate of occupancy for the 

Property, which could expose Plaintiffs to fines and/or civil liability.  (Id. ¶¶ 

72-74.)   

Additional problems with the Property, all of which Plaintiffs have 

discovered without any disclosure by Defendant, include an HVAC system 

that, contrary to the home having been marketed as “new construction,” 

dates from 2001, mold growth in the basement for which Plaintiffs plan to 

schedule an inspection, water leakage in the basement, and an eroding and 

crumbling driveway.  (Id. ¶¶ 75-77, 80-81, 84-90.)  Plaintiffs allege that, in 
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the period preceding their taking possession of the Property, Defendant 

consistently represented to them that the Property was in good condition 

and that, as a result, an independent inspection of the Property was 

unnecessary.  (Id. ¶¶ 9-10.)  Defendant implied that he had inspected the 

Property and represented to Plaintiffs that there were no defects.  (See id. 

¶¶ 10-11.)  Plaintiffs relied on both Defendant’s position as a builder/vendor 

and his representations regarding the Property’s condition in completing the 

purchase of the Property.  (Id. ¶¶ 8, 14, 103, 105-106, 118.)  

 Plaintiffs’ Complaint contains three counts.  Count I alleges breach of 

implied warranties.  Count II claims a cause of action for fraud.  Count III 

asserts claims for violation of the Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer 

Protection Law (“UTPCPL”).  Defendant asserts five objections.   

 First, Defendant asserts that by failing to attach the parties’ contract 

for the sale of the Property (“Agreement”) to their Complaint, Plaintiffs have 

violated Pennsylvania Rule of Civil Procedure 1019(i), which states: 

 When any claim or defense is based upon a writing, the 

pleader shall attach a copy of the writing, or the material part 
thereof, but if the writing or copy is not accessible to the 

pleader, it is sufficient so to state, together with the reason, and 
to set forth the substance in writing. 

 
Pa.R.C.P. No. 1019(i).  Initially, the Court notes that Plaintiffs’ claims are not 

“based upon” the Agreement.  Rather, they are based upon “implied” 

warranties and Defendant’s pre-sale and post-sale conduct that Plaintiffs 
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contend constitutes fraud and violations of the UTPCPL.1  Moreover, a 

complaint will not be stricken for failure to attach a writing that is in the 

possession of the objecting party.  See Foster v. Peat Warwick Main & Co., 

587 A.2d 382, 387 (Pa. Commw. 1991).  Here, Defendant is clearly in 

possession of the Agreement, as he has attached it to his Brief in support of 

his Preliminary Objections.  (Def.’s Br. Ex. A.)  Thus, Defendant’s first 

objection will be overruled. 

 Next, Defendant asserts a demurrer to Plaintiffs’ breach of implied 

warranties claim.  The demurrer is based on the express language of the 

Agreement.  The question presented by a demurrer is whether, on the facts 

pleaded, the law says, with certainty, that no recovery is possible.  Orange 

Stones Co. v. City of Reading, 87 A.3d 1014, 1021 n.7 (Pa. Commw. 2014).  

The Court must resolve a demurrer solely on the basis of the pleadings, 

without reference to testimony or other outside evidence.  Hill v. Ofalt, 85 

A.3d 540, 546 (Pa. Super. 2014).  When considering a demurrer, the Court 

must accept, as true, all material facts averred in the challenged pleading, 

as well as all inferences that can be reasonably deduced therefrom.  

Schemberg v. Smicherko, 85 A.3d 1071, 1073 (Pa. Super. 2014).  

Preliminary objections which seek the dismissal of a cause of 

action should be sustained only in cases in which it is clear and 
free from doubt that the pleader will be unable to prove facts 

                                                           
1  While Defendant may be asserting defenses in this case based upon the Agreement, 

that does not require Plaintiffs to attach the Agreement to their Complaint in anticipation of 

the same. 
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legally sufficient to establish the right to relief.  If any doubt 

exists as to whether a demurrer should be sustained, it should 
be resolved in favor of overruling the preliminary objections.  

 
Id.  

 
Count I of the Complaint sounds in breach of the implied warranty of 

habitability. 

 In Elderkin [v. Gaster], 288 A.2d [771,] 771 [(Pa. 1972)], 

this Court adopted the implied warranty of habitability in the 
context of new home sales:  “We thus hold that the builder-

vendor impliedly warrants that the home he has built and is 
selling is constructed in a reasonably workmanlike manner and 

that it is fit for the purpose intended-habitation.”  Id. at 777.  

With the adoption of this warranty, the Elderkin Court rejected 
as anachronistic, in the context of residential real estate 

transactions, the traditional doctrine of caveat emptor—the rule 
that “in the absence of fraud or misrepresentation[,] a vendor is 

responsible for the quality of the property being sold . . . only to 
the extent . . . he expressly agrees to be responsible.”  Id. at 

774.  The Elderkin Court explained that the doctrine of caveat 
emptor was rooted in the view that a vendor and a purchaser 

were on equal footing, with equal knowledge and bargaining 
power regarding the transaction at issue.  However, residential 

real estate purchases in the modern era are transactions not just 
for land, but for a reasonably constructed and habitable home, 

for which the purchaser “justifiably relies on the skill of the 
developer,” who not only “hold[s] himself out as having the 

necessary expertise with which to produce an adequate dwelling, 

but [also] has by far the better opportunity to examine the 
suitability of the home site and to determine what measures 

should be taken to provide a home fit for habitation.”  Id. at 
776-77.  Accordingly, the Elderkin Court concluded that “[a]s 

between the builder-vendor and the vendee, the position of the 
former, even though he exercises reasonable care, dictates that 

he bear the risk that a home which he has built will be functional 
and habitable in accordance with contemporary community 

standards.”  Id. at 777. 
 

Conway v. Cutler Group, Inc., 99 A.3d 67, 69-70 (Pa. 2014). 
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 “Warranties of habitability and reasonable workmanship are not 

created by representations of the builder-vendor but rather are implied in 

law and as such exist independent of any representations of a builder-

vendor.”  Ecksel v. Orleans Constr. Co., 519 A.2d 1021, 1026 (Pa. Super. 

1987).  Therefore, such implied warranties are not based upon a writing but 

are “applicable only by operation of law.”  Tyus v. Resta, 476 A.2d 427, 434 

(quoting Griffin v. Wheeler-Leonard & Co., 225 S.E.2d 557, 568 (N.C. 

1976)).  “[G]iven the important consumer protection afforded by the implied 

warranties . . . such warranties may be limited or disclaimed only by clear 

and unambiguous language in a written contract between the builder-vendor 

and the home purchaser.”  Tyus, 476 A.2d at 432.  Such language “must 

always be construed against the builder and in order to exclude warranty 

coverage for latent defects, ‘language of disclaimer must refer to its effect 

on specifically designated, potential latent defects.’”  Pontiere v. James 

Dinert, Inc., 627 A.2d 1204, 1206 (Pa. Super. 1993) (quoting Tyus, 476 

A.2d at 432).  The implied warranty of habitability extends only to defects 

which the purchaser had actual notice of or which should be visible to a 

reasonable person upon inspection.  Tyus, 476 A.2d at 433. 

 In support of his demurrer to Plaintiffs’ breach of implied warranties 

claim, Defendant relies solely upon certain provisions of the Agreement.  

(See Def.’s Br. at 5-9.)  For the reasons outlined above in relation to 

Defendant’s first objection, the Agreement is not, and is not required to be, 
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a part of Plaintiffs’ Complaint.  As further noted above, Defendant has 

attached a copy of the Agreement to his Brief.  Thus, consideration of 

Defendant’s arguments in support of his second objection would require the 

Court to look outside the challenged pleading, the Complaint, to the 

Agreement attached to Defendant’s Brief.  For this reason, Defendant’s 

second objection is an improper speaking demurrer and, as such, must be 

overruled.2  See Smith v. Pa. Employees Benefit Trust Fund, 894 A.2d 874, 

877 n.3 (Pa. Commw. 2006) (“A demurrer may not be a speaking demurrer; 

it may not aver the existence of facts not apparent from the face of the 

challenged pleading.”).3 

 Defendant’s third objection is a demurrer to Plaintiffs’ fraud claim 

based on two theories.  Defendant first argues that Plaintiffs’ fraud claim is 

barred by the gist of the action doctrine.  The gist of the action doctrine was 

recognized by the Superior Court for the first time in Bash v. Bell Tel. Co. of 

Pa., 601 A.2d 825 (Pa. Super. 1992).  The doctrine is designed to enforce 

the conceptual distinctions between tort claims and breach of contract 

claims.  eToll, Inc. v. Elias/Savion Adver., Inc., 811 A.2d 10, 14 (Pa. Super. 
                                                           
2  “[W]hen the plaintiff bases his cause of action on a written agreement, the defendant 

may attach the agreement to the preliminary objections, and it may be referred to for 

purposes of deciding a demurrer.  Satchell v. Ins. Placement Facility of Pa., 361 A.2d 375, 

377 (Pa. Super. 1976); see also Richardson v. Wetzel, 74 A.3d 353, 358 n.4 (Pa. Commw. 

2013).  However, as noted, Plaintiffs do not premise any of their causes of action on the 

Agreement.  Moreover, Defendant has not attached the Agreement to his Preliminary 

Objections but, rather, to his Brief. 
3  Defendant’s demurrer to Count I is alternatively based on the doctrine of “merger of 

deed.”  However, Defendant did not brief this issue, and the Court, therefore, determines 

that this issue has been abandoned.  See Commonwealth v. Dessus, 396 A.2d 1254, 1258 

(Pa. Super. 1978).  
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2002).  “As a practical matter, the doctrine precludes plaintiffs from re-

casting ordinary breach of contract claims into tort claims.”  Id.  The 

difference between contract claims and tort claims was explained in Bash as 

follows:  

[A]lthough they derive from a common origin, distinct 

differences between civil actions for tort and contract breach 

have developed at common law.  Tort actions lie for breaches of 

duties imposed by law as a matter of social policy, while contract 

actions lie only for breaches of duties imposed by mutual 

consensus agreements between particular individuals . . . .  To 

permit a promisee to sue his promisor in tort for breaches of 

contract inter se would erode the usual rules of contractual 

recovery and inject confusion into our well-settled forms of 

actions. 

 

Bash, 601 A.2d at 829. 

 

“[I]t is possible that a breach of contract also gives rise to an 

actionable tort[.]  To be construed as in tort, however, the wrong ascribed to 

[the] defendant must be the gist of the action, the contract being collateral.” 

Id. (quoting Closed Circuit Corp. of Am. v. Jerrold Elecs. Corp., 426 F. Supp. 

361, 364 (E.D. Pa. 1977)).  A tort claim should not be allowed when “the 

parties’ obligations are defined by the terms of the contract, and not by the 

larger social policies embodied by the law of torts.”  Id. at 830.  Stated 

another way, “[i]f the plaintiff must rely wholly on the agreement to define 

the rights that the defendant violated, the claim is generally a contract 

claim.”  Greater Philadelphia Health Servs. II Corp. v. Complete Care Servs., 
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L.P., 2000 WL 33711052, at *1 (Pa. Com. Pl. 2000).  “Courts have generally 

invoked the gist of the action doctrine to bar a tort claim where the 

defendant negligently or intentionally breached a contract.”  Id. at *2.   

 [A]uthority interpreting Pennsylvania law has restated the 

gist of the action doctrine in a number of similar ways.  These 

courts have held that the doctrine bars tort claims: (1) “arising 

solely from a contract between the parties”; (2) where “the 

duties allegedly breached were created and grounded in the 

contract itself”; (3) where “the liability stems from a contract”; 

or (4) where the tort claim “essentially duplicates a breach of 

contract claim or the success of which is wholly dependent on 

the terms of a contract.”  

 

 These courts have not carved out a categorical exception 
for fraud, and have not held that the duty to avoid fraud is 

always a qualitatively different duty imposed by society rather 
than by the contract itself.  Rather, the cases seem to turn on 

the question of whether the fraud concerned the performance of 
contractual duties.  If so, then the alleged fraud is generally held 

to be merely collateral to a contract claim for breach of those 

duties.  If not, then the gist of the action would be the fraud, 
rather than any contractual relationship between the parties. 

 
eToll, Inc., 811 A.2d at 19 (citations omitted). 

 In order to prevail on a claim of fraud or intentional misrepresentation, 

a plaintiff must establish the following:  

(1) a representation; (2) which is material to the transaction at 

hand; (3) made falsely, with knowledge of its falsity or 
recklessness as to whether it is true or false; (4) with the intent 

of misleading another into relying on it; (5) justifiable reliance 
on the misrepresentation; and (6) the resulting injury was 

proximately caused by the reliance.   

 
Gibbs v. Ernst, 647 A.2d 882, 889 (Pa. 1994).   
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With regard to their claim for fraud, Plaintiffs aver that at least one of 

Defendant’s misrepresentations induced them to enter into the Agreement.  

(See Compl. ¶¶ 56, 61, 111.)  The gist of the action doctrine does not 

necessarily bar a fraudulent misrepresentation claim stemming from the 

inducement to enter into a contract.  See Sullivan v. Chartwell Inv. Partners, 

873 A.2d 710, 719 (Pa. Super. 2005).  In Sullivan, the plaintiff sued his 

former employee for, inter alia, breach of contract, fraudulent 

misrepresentation, and negligent misrepresentation arising out of the 

termination of his employment, the terms of which were governed by 

compensation and severance agreements.  Id. at 713-15.  Following the 

filing of preliminary objections, the trial court dismissed the fraudulent and 

negligent misrepresentation claims based on the gist of the action doctrine.  

Id. at 713, 718.  In reversing the trial court, the Superior Court held: 

Herein, the Compensation Agreement and the Severance 
Agreement clearly govern the parties’ contractual relationship; 

however, Appellant’s allegations do not relate to Appellee’s 
failure to perform its obligations under the contracts.  Rather, 

the tort claims that Appellant raised in his amended complaint 

relate to Appellee’s fraudulent promises that induced Appellant 
to enter the contracts.  Specifically, Appellant alleged that 

Appellee fraudulently and/or negligently agreed to perform 
obligations that it never intended to perform in order to induce 

Appellant to agree to the proposed changes to his compensation 
package and to forgo an immediate resignation.  See Amended 

Complaint, ¶¶ 88–92, at 15 and ¶¶ 147–54, at 25–26. 
Accordingly, we conclude that since Appellant’s tort claims relate 

to the inducement to contract, they are collateral to the 
performance of the contracts and therefore, are not barred by 

the gist-of-the action doctrine. 
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Id. at 719.  Likewise, in the case at bar, Plaintiffs’ fraud claim relates, at 

least in part, to the inducement to contract, not failure to perform under the 

contract.  Thus, we cannot say that the gist of the action doctrine bars all 

recovery for fraud such that the Court is required to dismiss that claim. 

 Defendant also argues that Plaintiffs’ fraud claim is barred by the 

Agreement.  For the same reasons outlined above, the demurrer to Plaintiffs’ 

fraud claim based on the Agreement represents an improper speaking 

demurrer.    

 For all of the above reasons, Defendant’s demurrer to Plaintiffs’ fraud 

claim is without merit and/or is an improper speaking demurrer and must be 

overruled.4 

 Defendant’s fourth objection is a demurrer to Plaintiffs’ claim brought 

under the UTPCPL.  The UTPCPL makes it unlawful for any individual, in 

conducting any trade or commerce, to, inter alia, “[e]ngag[e] in any . . . 

fraudulent or deceptive conduct which creates a likelihood of confusion or of 

misunderstanding.”5  73 Pa.C.S.A. §§ 201-2(4)(xxi), 201-3.  In support of 

his demurrer, Defendant argues that “Plaintiffs have failed to allege the 

requisite elements of fraudulent misrepresentation and/or deceptive conduct 

                                                           
4  Defendant’s demurrer to Plaintiffs’ fraud claim is alternatively based on the doctrine 

of “merger of deed.”  However, Defendant did not brief this issue, thus abandoning it.    
5  This particular prohibition is found in the UTPCPL’s broadest provision, the “catch-all” 

provision.  See 73 Pa.C.S.A. § 201-2(4)(xxi).  Plaintiffs allege a violation of this provision in 

paragraph 122(g) of their Complaint.  As Defendant’s demurrer to Plaintiffs’ UTPCPL claim 

must be analyzed in the light most favorable to Plaintiffs, the Court will address whether 

Plaintiffs have alleged facts sufficient to bring themselves under the protections of the 

UTPCPL’s broadest provision. 
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necessary for a claim to be brought pursuant to [the UTPCPL].”  (Def.’s Br. 

at 13.)  A review of the Complaint, which includes numerous allegations of 

deceptive conduct, reveals this argument to be without merit.  In addition, 

Defendant’s argument that Plaintiffs’ UTPCPL claim is barred by certain 

provisions of the Agreement is an improper speaking demurrer.  Accordingly, 

Defendant’s demurrer to Plaintiffs’ claim brought under the UTPCPL will be 

overruled. 

 Lastly, Defendant objects to Plaintiffs’ request for attorney’s fees in 

Count II, their fraud claim.6  This objection is based upon the “inclusion of    

. . . impertinent matter.”  Pa.R.C.P. No. 1028(a)(2).  To be impertinent, “the 

allegations must be immaterial and inappropriate to the proof of the cause of 

action.”  Common Cause/Pa. v. Commonwealth, 710 A.2d 108, 115 (Pa. 

Commw. 1998).  A party includes impertinent matter in a pleading by 

making an inappropriate request for damages.  Hudock v. Donegal Mut. Ins. 

Co., 264 A.2d 668, 671 n.2 (Pa. 1970).  

 “The general rule is that the parties to litigation are responsible for 

their own counsel fees and costs unless otherwise provided by statutory 

authority, agreement of parties, or some other recognized exception.”  

Cresci Const. Services, Inc. v. Martin, 64 A.3d 254, 266 (Pa. Super. 2013) 

(quoting Cher-Rob, Inc. v. Art Monument Co., 594 A.2d 362, 363 (Pa. 

                                                           
6  Defendant also moves to strike Plaintiffs’ request for attorney’s fees in Count I; 

however, as Plaintiffs make no such request in Count I, this portion of Defendant’s fifth 

preliminary objection is moot. 
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Super. 1991)).  Plaintiffs argue that their request for attorney’s fees is 

proper as they “could potentially recover attorney’s fees pursuant to [42 

Pa.C.S.A. §] 2503(9) as they could be determined to be a ‘participant who is 

awarded counsel fees because the conduct of another party in commencing 

the matter or otherwise was arbitrary, vexatious or in bad faith.’”  (Pls.’ Br. 

at 22-23 (emphasis added).)  Plaintiffs essentially argue that the phrase “or 

otherwise” extends to Defendant’s allegedly fraudulent and deceptive 

conduct in selling the Property to Plaintiffs.  However, this argument is 

contrary to established precedent from both the Commonwealth Court and 

the Superior Court. 

 Section 2503(7) of the Judicial Code entitles a participant 
in litigation to receive an attorney fee as a sanction against 

another participant “for dilatory, obdurate or vexatious conduct 
during the pendency of a matter.”  (Emphasis added.)  Under 

Section 2503(9), such a fee is to be allowed to a participant in 
litigation where “the conduct of another party in commencing the 

matter or otherwise was arbitrary vexatious or in bad faith.” 
(Emphasis added.) 

  
 Section 2503(7), by its very terms, relates only to conduct 

that takes place during the pendency of a matter.  The term 

“matter” is defined by Section 102 of the Judicial Code to mean 
“[a]ction, proceeding or appeal.” . . .  Section 2503(9), on the 

other hand, is concerned initially with a party’s conduct in 
commencing a matter. And, as we construe the words “or 

otherwise,” that phrase in Section 2503(9) is a reference to a 
party’s conduct in raising defenses.   

 
White v. Redevelopment Auth., 451 A.2d 17, 20 (Pa. Commw. 1982) 

(footnote omitted) (citation omitted), abrogated on other grounds by In re 

Condemnation by the Commw. of Pa., 701 A.2d 535 (Pa. 1997); see also 
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Cher-Rob, Inc., 594 A.2d at 364 (“Our review of judicial interpretation of § 

2503(9) also reveals that this statutory exception to the general rule applies 

to bad faith conduct related to the institution of the suit or occurring after 

the commencement of the suit.”). 

 As Plaintiffs point to conduct which occurred prior to their initiation of 

the instant action in support of their request for attorney’s fees, and there 

are no allegations that Defendant has acted in bad faith in defending this 

action, Plaintiffs’ request for attorney’s fees in Count II is not supported by 

Section 2503(9) of the Judicial Code. 

 Plaintiffs argue, alternatively, that their request for attorney’s fees is 

proper in light of the Real Estate Recovery Fund (“Fund”) established at 63 

Pa.C.S.A. § 455.801.  The statute allowing recovery from the Fund states: 

 When any aggrieved person obtains a final judgment in 
any court of competent jurisdiction against any person licensed 

under this act, upon grounds of fraud, misrepresentation or 
deceit with reference to any transaction for which a license or 

registration certificate is required under this act . . . the 
aggrieved person may, upon termination of all proceedings, 

including reviews and appeals, file an application in the court in 

which the judgment was entered for an order directing payment 
out of the Real Estate Recovery Fund of the amount unpaid upon 

the judgment. 
 

63 Pa.C.S.A. § 455.803(a) (emphasis added).  The emphasized language of 

the statute would allow Plaintiffs to recover the amount of any “unpaid 

judgment” obtained in this suit.  That judgment, by law, could only include 

an amount for damages legally recoverable in this action.  For the reasons 
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outlined above, attorney’s fees are not recoverable in this action and, thus, 

could never be part of a judgment to be paid from the Fund.7  Accordingly, 

Defendant’s final objection will be sustained, and Plaintiffs’ request for 

attorney’s fees in Count II will be stricken as impertinent. 

 WHEREFORE, the Court enters the following: 

                                                           
7
  Moreover, recovery from the Fund is made by separate application after the suit is 

completed, not as a claim for damages during the pendency of the suit. 
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IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS OF 
NORTHAMPTON COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA 

CIVIL ACTION 
 

WILLIAM CORAL and RHEA CORAL, ) 
Plaintiffs     )  No. C-48-CV-2014-9382 

) 

v.      ) 
) 

ALEXANDER PATULLO,   ) 
Defendant     ) 

 
 ORDER OF COURT 

 AND NOW, this 16th day of March, 2015, “Defendant Alexander 

Patullo’s Preliminary Objections Filed in Response to Plaintiffs’ Complaint,” 

filed on October 29, 2014, are hereby SUSTAINED, in part, and 

OVERRULED, in part.  Plaintiffs’ request for attorney’s fees is hereby 

STRICKEN from Count II of Plaintiffs’ Complaint. 

        BY THE COURT: 

 

        _______________________ 
        ANTHONY S. BELTRAMI, J. 


